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Abstract 

Hedonic Hunger, Ultra-Processed Food Consumption, and the Moderating Effects of 

Impulsivity in Pregnant Individuals with BMI ≥ 

Riley Jane Jouppi, B.A., M.S. 

University of Pittsburgh, 2023 

Higher hedonic hunger (preoccupation with/desire to consume food for pleasure) has 

been found to correlate with significantly more ultra-processed food (UPF; hyper-palatable, 

industrially engineered food) consumption in non-pregnant individuals with high impulsivity. It 

is unknown if this relationship exists during pregnancy, a period of major biopsychosocial 

changes that may affect these variables and how they relate. The current study tested the 

association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption and the moderating effects of 

impulsivity in pregnant individuals with BMI≥25, who are at risk for health consequences linked 

to hedonic hunger and UPF. Individuals (N=220; M(SD)=31.6(4.8) years old) with pre-

pregnancy BMI≥25 (M(SD)=32.0(6.4) kg/m2) were recruited to a longitudinal study of perinatal 

health and completed the following self-reports at baseline (M(SD)=13.8(2.8) weeks’ gestation): 

Power of Food Scale (PFS), 24-hour dietary recalls, Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11). 

Participants enrolled in the ancillary study (n=143) also completed the Delay Discounting Task 

(DDT). Hedonic hunger was operationalized as PFS total score, UPF consumption as percentage 

of average caloric intake from UPF (defined/calculated using the Nova food classification 

system), and impulsivity as BIS-11 total score and DDT area under the curve value. A linear 

regression model tested the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption; 

interaction terms were specified to test moderating effects of self-report impulsivity and DD. 

Models covaried for age, gestational age, pre-pregnancy BMI, and a socioeconomic status 

composite variable. The association between hedonic hunger and UPF was not significant 

(p=.44), and self-report impulsivity did not significantly moderate the association (p=.11). DD, 

however, did significantly moderate the association (p=.01); with every one-point increase in 

hedonic hunger, participants with lower DD (M+1SD) consumed 7% fewer calories from UPF 

(p=.01), and those with higher DD (M-1SD) consumed 1% more calories from UPF (p=.58). 

Findings from the current study contradict those from research with non-pregnant samples and 

suggest that lower DD during pregnancy may serve as a protective factor, contributing to a 

reduction in UPF consumption at higher levels of hedonic hunger. Future research on hedonic 

hunger, UPF consumption, and self-report versus task impulsivity within the context of 

pregnancy is warranted to better understand this unique relationship. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Excessive gestational weight gain has been shown to relate to numerous health risks, such 

as hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, gestational diabetes, large-for-gestational-age neonates, 

fetal macrosomia, increased cesarean birth rates, and increased rates of childhood obesity and 

asthma (McDowell et al., 2018), and pregnant individuals with BMI ≥ 25 are at highest risk for 

exceeding gestational weight gain guidelines. Although dietary intake is a modifiable, fundamental 

component of weight gain, there is limited understanding of the mechanisms that underlie poor 

prenatal diet (Parker et al., 2019). Understanding these mechanisms is crucial for developing 

interventions to mitigate excessive gestational weight gain and promote generational health. 

Accumulating evidence suggests that, across non-pregnant and pregnant samples, higher hedonic 

hunger and ultra-processed food (UPF) consumption negatively impact dietary intake and that 

greater UPF consumption relates to excess weight gain and other adverse health outcomes (X. 

Chen et al., 2020; Cummings et al., 2022; Espel-Huynh et al., 2018; Nansel et al., 2020, 2022). 

Studies have consistently found that, in the context of higher levels of impulsivity, non-pregnant 

individuals with higher levels of hedonic hunger consume significantly more UPF (Appelhans et 

al., 2011; Ely et al., 2015; Horwath et al., 2020; Stok et al., 2015), indicating that the relationship 

among hedonic hunger, UPF consumption, and impulsivity might help explain poor diet among 

non-pregnant individuals. If this relationship is replicable during pregnancy, it could represent a 

novel explanation for poor prenatal diet, as well as illuminate factors that can be intervened upon 

to mitigate excessive gestational weight gain and risk for obstetric complications.  

The Nova food classification system, which the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 

United Nations developed to more precisely identify foods based on the nature, purpose, extent, 
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and effects of their processing, defines UPF as food engineered using chemical modification (e.g., 

hydrolysis), assembly (e.g., pre-frying), additives to increase palatability (e.g., colors, flavors, 

emulsifiers), and packaged with synthetic materials (Monteiro et al., 2019). UPF (e.g., frozen 

microwave meals, fast food) is widely available, cheap, and convenient compared to unprocessed 

and minimally processed food (e.g., fruits, vegetables; Monteiro et al., 2019). Characteristically 

loaded with added fat, sugar, and/or sodium, UPF is also extremely palatable (de Macedo et al., 

2016). Due in large part to this combination of appealing attributes, UPF makes up 71% of the 

packaged food products lining grocery store shelves and constitutes approximately 57% of calories 

consumed nationwide – and over half of energy intake among pregnant individuals (Baldridge et 

al., 2019; Baraldi et al., 2018; Nansel et al., 2022). However, UPF consumption is known to be 

detrimental to diet quality and, importantly, health (X. Chen et al., 2020; Monteiro et al., 2019). 

Among pregnant individuals, higher prenatal UPF intake is related to lower prenatal diet quality, 

including lower vegetable, fruit, whole grain, and protein intake (Nansel et al., 2022). Additionally, 

just one standard deviation increase in percentage of UPF intake during pregnancy has been 

associated with 31% greater odds of excessive gestational weight gain, 7% more postpartum 

weight retention, and 0.68 mg/L higher c-reactive protein, irrespective of total calorie intake, BMI, 

age, and income-poverty ratio (Cummings et al., 2022). Higher prenatal UPF consumption has 

also been shown to predict greater total body adiposity among newborns and overweight/obesity 

in early childhood (Hu et al., 2020; Rohatgi et al., 2017). Thus, UPF consumption increases health 

risk for both birthing individuals and their offspring.  

Given that UPF dominates the modern food environment, is a staple in the average 

American diet, and has a clear, negative impact on diet quality and health, research designed to 

understand factors that drive its consumption has proliferated. Evidence suggests that UPF 
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consumption over time dysregulates food reinforcement mechanisms, enhancing awareness of and 

attention to UPF in the environment, heightening desire to consume UPF, and increasing actual 

UPF intake (Temple, 2016). Neurobiological studies have shown that, likely because of its hyper-

palatability, UPF elicits strong activity in the dopaminergic reward system (de Macedo et al., 

2016); repeated UPF consumption, coupled with its repeated activation of the brain’s reward 

circuitry, is thought to gradually increase the reinforcing value of UPF for, or sensitize, some 

individuals, such that they become more preoccupied with and likelier to consume UPF (Temple, 

2016). This response has been demonstrated in mice, where prolonged exposure to a “Western” 

diet (i.e., comprised of food with highly palatable ingredients, mimicking the UPF that humans 

consume) affected many neurotransmitter systems, leading to double the dopamine release in the 

dorsal striatum, slower dopamine reuptake, and an overexpression of potential biomarkers of 

addiction that was associated with greater persistence of food seeking behavior when UPF was 

deprived (de Macedo et al., 2016; Fritz et al., 2018; Pérez-Ortiz et al., 2017). Relatedly, human 

subjects research has found that binge eating episodes (i.e., periods involving a subjective sense 

of loss of control and consumption of an objectively large amount of food) consist predominantly 

of UPF (Mdn = 95.36% of total calorie intake), and higher calorie intake from UPF while binge 

eating has been associated with more frequent binge eating episodes in the past three months 

(Bjorlie et al., 2022). Repeated intake of UPF may therefore heighten the incentive to consume 

UPF and even increase the frequency and quantity of actual UPF consumption (Temple, 2016). 

This phenomenon of increased salience of and motivation to consume UPF is perhaps best 

captured by the construct, “hedonic hunger,” the psychological impact of living in UPF-abundant 

environments  (Espel-Huynh et al., 2018). 
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Hedonic hunger is defined as the preoccupation with and desire to consume food for the 

purpose of pleasure and in the absence of physical hunger (Espel-Huynh et al., 2018). Both fasted 

and fed non-pregnant individuals with higher levels of hedonic hunger have been found to exhibit 

heightened neural responsivity to UPF-related stimuli and increased connectivity between brain 

regions associated with food responsivity and reward sensitivity compared to those with lower 

levels of hedonic hunger (Espel-Huynh et al., 2018), providing neurobiological evidence that this 

construct corresponds to increased salience of and motivation to consume UPF regardless of acute 

hunger state. Like UPF, hedonic hunger is significantly, negatively correlated with diet quality and 

strongly related to problematic eating behavior, including risk for the onset and maintenance of 

loss of control eating and the presence and severity of binge eating (Espel-Huynh et al., 2018; 

Nansel et al., 2020). Indeed, accumulating evidence suggests substantial overlap in the detrimental 

health effects of hedonic hunger and UPF consumption between non-pregnant and pregnant 

individuals, especially related to poor diet (Monteiro et al., 2019; Nansel et al., 2020, 2022). 

Despite these similarities between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption, research in non-

pregnant individuals has failed to demonstrate a direct association between hedonic hunger and 

actual food intake (Forman et al., 2007, 2013; Nolan-Poupart et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2011; 

Verhoeven et al., 2012). 

Instead, research in non-pregnant individuals has shown that hedonic hunger is more likely 

to be associated with actual food intake when there is also a weaker ability to inhibit impulsive 

motivations. More specifically, studies have found that hedonic hunger is significantly, positively 

correlated with UPF consumption among non-pregnant individuals with higher, versus lower, 

levels of impulsivity (Espel-Huynh et al., 2018). Among those who score higher on impulsivity, 

increased hedonic hunger is associated with significantly increased UPF consumption; among 
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those who score lower on impulsivity, however, the association is either attenuated or no longer 

significant. This finding has been demonstrated in samples of male and female European 

adolescents (N = 11,392), male and female Swiss adults (N = 4,774), and female U.S. adults with 

BMI ≥ 25 (N = 62; Appelhans et al., 2011; Horwath et al., 2020; Stok et al., 2015). This finding 

has also been partially replicated in female U.S. adults with lower BMIs (N = 78; i.e., those with 

higher hedonic hunger and higher impulsivity consumed the greatest amount of both UPF and non-

UPF; Ely et al., 2015). Results from these studies suggest that higher impulsivity may increase 

susceptibility, or likelihood of “giving in,” to hedonic hunger-related motivation to consume UPF, 

highlighting the importance of considering the role of impulsivity in the relationship between 

hedonic hunger and UPF consumption among pregnant individuals, too. 

Impulsivity is defined as a predisposition toward rapid, unplanned reactions to stimuli 

without regard for the negative consequences of these reactions (Moeller et al., 2001). In other 

words, impulsivity reflects (1) a tendency to immediately act on urges before processing 

information thoroughly (i.e., motor/behavioral impulsivity) and (2) decreased sensitivity to 

negative consequences of behavior (i.e., cognitive/choice impulsivity; Arce & Santisteban, 2016; 

Moeller et al., 2001). Although impulsivity can be adaptive in some contexts (e.g., tasks requiring 

quick shifts in attention), it can be maladaptive in others, such as eating (Müller et al., 2015). 

Impulsivity is considered a hallmark feature of problematic eating behavior, including binge-

eating disorder (Boswell et al., 2021; Carr et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2019). Further, extensive 

evidence has linked impulsivity to weight gain through the overconsumption of UPF, leading to 

widespread recognition of impulsivity as a meaningful risk factor for both poor diet quality and 

BMI ≥ 25 (Emery, 2018). Growing evidence suggests that impulsivity significantly moderates the 

association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption in non-pregnant individuals, and, 
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notably, this finding has remained significant across self-report and task measures of impulsivity. 

Several previous studies have observed nonsignificant correlations between the two (Reynolds et 

al., 2006), which is thought to reflect differences between the impulsive tendencies detected by 

self-reports (i.e., general, self-perceived behavioral and cognitive tendencies) and those detected 

by tasks (e.g., specific, objective dimensions of behavior; Emery & Levine, 2017; Reynolds et al., 

2006; Waltmann et al., 2021). Nonetheless, impulsivity, whether measured by the Tempest Self-

Regulation Questionnaire for Eating (Stok et al., 2015), Brief Self-Control Scale (Horwath et al., 

2020), or Delay Discounting Task (Appelhans et al., 2011; Ely et al., 2015), has significantly 

moderated the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption in a variety of non-

pregnant samples, across sex, age, country of origin, and weight status. This suggests that 

impulsive tendencies detected by both self-report and task measures influence the relationship 

between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption. 

While evidence indicates that hedonic hunger is significantly, positively correlated with 

UPF consumption among non-pregnant individuals who score higher on self-report or task 

measures of impulsivity, no study has tested whether this relationship exists among pregnant 

individuals. Because pregnancy represents a period of substantial biopsychosocial change, it is 

particularly salient to examine how the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption 

operates in pregnancy and whether impulsivity moderates this association. For one, pregnancy-

related food cravings and aversions, which are common and influence prenatal dietary intake by 

respectively increasing and decreasing consumption of certain foods, could impact the association 

between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption (Tierson et al., 2010). One study found that all 

pregnant participants in their sample (N = 83) had experienced and given in to at least one craving, 

with cravings for “sweets” and “fast foods” reported most frequently (Orloff et al., 2016), and UPF 
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cravings during pregnancy, coupled with high levels of hedonic hunger, may increase the odds of 

prenatal UPF consumption. Moreover, the discrepancy in findings related to impulsivity during 

pregnancy creates speculation about how pregnancy-related changes in impulsivity might 

influence the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption. Impulsivity is 

considered an enduring personality trait that remains relatively stable across the lifespan, meaning 

it should not be expected to change in pregnancy, but some of the limited research on impulsivity 

during pregnancy has pulled this notion into question (Emery, 2018). While some data suggest that 

impulsivity does not change with pregnancy, other data suggest it improves (J. Chen et al., 2020; 

Nansel et al., 2020), indicating the possibility of pregnancy-related remissions in impulsivity that 

could serve as a “protective factor,” lessening the susceptibility of pregnant individuals to hedonic 

hunger-related motivation to consume UPF.  

Thus, the current study aimed to investigate the following research questions: Is hedonic 

hunger significantly associated with UPF consumption during pregnancy among individuals with 

pre-pregnancy BMI ≥ 25, and does impulsivity significantly moderate this association? In doing 

so, the current study sought to address several methodologic limitations of prior research with non-

pregnant individuals that have hindered confidence in the validity and generalizability of findings, 

as well as the ability to compare results across studies. First, UPF was characterized in accordance 

with the current, valid Nova food classification system (Monteiro et al., 2019). Second, both self-

report and task measures of impulsivity were examined as moderators within the same sample. 

Equally important, the current study tested the relationship among hedonic hunger, UPF 

consumption, and impulsivity among pregnant individuals with BMI ≥ 25, who are at highest risk 

for associated negative health consequences. The following aims and hypotheses were proposed:  
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Aim 1: Examine the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption in a sample of 

pregnant individuals with BMI ≥ 25.  

Hypothesis 1: Hedonic hunger will be significantly, positively associated with UPF  

consumption. 

Aim 2: Examine whether impulsivity significantly moderates the association between hedonic 

hunger and UPF consumption in a sample of pregnant individuals with BMI ≥ 25.  

Hypothesis 2a: Self-report impulsivity will be a significant moderator; the association  

between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption will be stronger with higher total scores  

and attenuated with lower total scores on the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale, Version 11. 

Hypothesis 2b: Task impulsivity will be a significant moderator; the association between  

hedonic hunger and UPF consumption will be stronger with higher delay discounting and  

attenuated with lower delay discounting on the Delay Discounting Task.  
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2.0 Method 

2.1 Participants and Study Procedures 

Data for the current study were drawn from a larger, longitudinal study entitled, Health and 

Behaviors in Transition (HABIT; R01 HL132578), and an ancillary study, iHABIT (R01 

DK117358). HABIT is an ongoing sequential multiple assignment randomized trial (SMART) that 

follows participants from early-to-mid pregnancy until 12-months postpartum to examine the 

efficacy of different lifestyle intervention sequences during the perinatal period. Eligible 

participants who consented to HABIT were recruited to participate in the ancillary study, iHABIT, 

examining executive functioning and health-related outcomes. All study procedures were 

approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board (PRO16020497) and 

registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03069690).  

Pregnant individuals were recruited in-person from women’s health clinics in Pittsburgh 

and surrounding areas and online from research registries to participate in HABIT. Due to COVID-

19, all recruitment stopped in mid-March 2020; online-only recruitment resumed in late-

September 2020. Interested individuals completed phone screens with study staff to determine 

eligibility. Inclusion criteria included pre-pregnancy BMI ≥ 25, ≤ 17 weeks and four days of 

gestation, English-speaking, and singleton pregnancy. Exclusion criteria included multiple 

gestations, pre-existing diabetes, bariatric surgery within the past three years, use of medications 

known to affect weight, and/or acute psychiatric symptoms warranting immediate treatment (e.g., 

suicidality). Eligible participants ≥ 18 years old provided written informed consent; those < 18 

years old provided verbal assent, and a parent/legal guardian provided written informed consent.  
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For the purposes of the current study, only relevant data from the baseline assessment, 

administered prior to any randomization at ≤ 16 weeks of gestation, for HABIT and HABIT + 

iHABIT participants were included in analyses. During the baseline assessment, HABIT and 

HABIT + iHABIT participants completed a self-report demographic survey, objective and self-

report measures of health, self-report measures of eating, and self-report measures of executive 

function. HABIT + iHABIT participants also completed computerized tasks to measure executive 

function. Data collection for the baseline assessment began in February 2017 and concluded in 

December 2022.  

2.2 Measures 

2.2.1 Demographic Information 

Participants self-reported age, gestational age, racial identity, ethnic identity, household 

income before taxes, number of household members, and educational background. Pre-pregnancy 

BMI was calculated as participants’ self-reported pre-pregnancy weight (kg) divided by their 

collected height (m2). Self-reported pre-pregnancy weight is commonly used in studies with 

pregnant samples and generally found to be reliable and valid (Shin et al., 2014). Research staff 

measured participants’ height using a stadiometer, during which participants removed their shoes. 

A composite socioeconomic status (SES) variable, which produces more comprehensive estimates 

of the social gradient in health (Lindberg et al., 2022), was calculated by averaging household 

income divided by number of household members (z-scored) and educational level (z-scored; 

Manuck et al., 2010).  
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2.2.2 Ultra-Processed Food Consumption 

UPF consumption was operationalized as percentage of calorie intake from UPF, 

calculated using dietary intake information collected from 24-hour dietary recalls and the Nova 

food classification system’s definition and identification of UPF. 24-hour dietary recalls are 

structured interviews that gather detailed information on all foods and beverages consumed in the 

past 24 hours. Participants completed two 24-hour dietary recalls, one during the week and one 

during the weekend, to address intra-individual variation in dietary intake, further increasing 

measurement reliability (24-Hour Dietary Recall (24HR) at a Glance, n.d.). Trained research staff 

conducted 24-hour dietary recalls with participants using the Nutrition Coordinating Center’s 

Nutrition Data System for Research (NDSR), a dietary analysis software application that collects 

recall data and increases the accuracy of reported information through a multiple pass approach: 

(1) an uninterrupted recall of dietary intake in the past 24 hours is collected before (2) asking for 

details on foods and beverages listed and (3) their portion sizes and recipes, followed by (4) a 

summary of all foods and beverages recalled (Nutrition Coordinating Center, 2023a). NDSR 

calculates intake estimates (e.g., calories) per ingredient, food, meal, and day (Nutrition 

Coordinating Center, 2023b). Reports of implausible daily energy intake based on established 

cutoffs adjusted for the increased energy requirements of pregnancy (< 600 kcal/day) were 

excluded from analysis (n = 5; Most et al., 2019; Rhee et al., 2015).  

NDSR also assigns each food and beverage recalled by participants a unique “food ID” 

from the 2021 Nutrition Coordinating Center (NCC) Food and Nutrient Database (Nutrition 

Coordinating Center, 2023b). Food IDs were categorized into one of the four groups listed in the 

Nova food classification system (i.e., group 1 = unprocessed or minimally processed foods, group 

2 = processed culinary ingredients, group 3 = processed foods, group 4 = ultra-processed foods; 
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Monteiro et al., 2019). Because the standardized code used for applying Nova to dietary recall 

information is only compatible with food IDs from the United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference or USDA Food and Nutrient Database 

for Dietary Studies, the current study used validated code created by an academic group at 

Vanderbilt University (available from them on request) to apply Nova to NCC food IDs (Sneed et 

al., 2023). However, the NCC contains over 19,000 food IDs, and the Sneed et al. (2023) group 

coded only 3,497 NCC food IDs. Thus, an additional 1,048 NCC food IDs in the current dataset 

were hand-coded using the “reference approach” to apply Nova to food IDs (Steele et al., 2023). 

For validation purposes, 10% (n = 105) of these hand-coded food IDs were separately coded by a 

research specialist trained in using the reference approach; intercoder reliability was good (95% 

concordance). Percentage of caloric intake from UPF was calculated by dividing average caloric 

intake from UPF (i.e., foods categorized into Nova group 4) by average total caloric intake and 

multiplying by 100 (Monteiro et al., 2019). Percentage of caloric intake from UPF was used to 

reduce bias introduced by potential non-differential calorie misreporting from all foods (Martínez 

Steele et al., 2016). 

2.2.3 Hedonic Hunger 

Hedonic hunger was operationalized as total score on the Power of Food Scale (PFS; Lowe 

et al., 2009). The PFS is a 15-item questionnaire intended to assess appetitive responses to food at 

one of three levels of food proximity: (1) Availability (i.e., when food is available but not present; 

e.g., “I find myself thinking about food even when I’m not physically hungry”), (2) Presence (i.e., 

when food is present but not tasted; e.g., “If I see or smell a food I like, I get a powerful urge to 

have some”), and (3) Taste (i.e., when food is tasted; e.g., “When I eat delicious food, I focus a lot 
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on how good it tastes”). Items are rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1, “don’t agree at all,” to 5, 

“strongly agree.” Item-level scores are averaged to create a total score, ranging from 0-5, with 

higher scores indicating higher levels of hedonic hunger. The PFS demonstrates strong internal 

consistency and test-retest reliability and has been validated among samples with problematic 

eating behavior and BMI ≥ 25, as well as with respect to brain activity in response to viewing 

images of UPF versus control images (Appelhans et al., 2011; Yoshikawa et al., 2013).  

2.2.4 Impulsivity 

2.2.4.1 Self-Report 

Self-report impulsivity was operationalized as total score on the Barratt Impulsiveness 

Scale, Version 11 (BIS-11; Patton et al., 1995). The BIS-11 is a 30-item questionnaire intended to 

assess both the behavioral and cognitive facets of impulsivity. Each item assesses one of six first-

order factors (i.e., attention, motor, self-control, cognitive complexity, perseverance, cognitive 

instability), which comprise one of three second-order factors (i.e., attentional, motor, non-

planning impulsiveness). Items (e.g., “I do things without thinking,” “I plan tasks carefully”) are 

rated on a 4-point Likert scale from 1, “rarely/never,” to 4, “almost always/always.” Item-level 

scores are summed to create a total score, ranging from 30-120, with higher scores indicating 

higher levels of impulsivity. The BIS-11 demonstrates strong internal consistency, test-retest 

reliability, and convergent validity with other self-report measures of impulsivity (Stanford et al., 

2009); it has been used in samples with problematic eating behavior and BMI ≥ 25 (Boisseau et 

al., 2012; Ural et al., 2017).  
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2.2.4.2 Task 

Task impulsivity was operationalized as the area under the curve of indifference points on 

the computerized version of the Delay Discounting Task (DDT; Richards et al., 1999). The DDT 

is intended to assess an aspect of the cognitive facet of impulsivity, the tendency to prefer smaller, 

immediate monetary rewards over larger, delayed monetary rewards. Participants were presented 

with a series of trials, in which they are asked to choose between receiving a fixed hypothetical 

reward of $100 at one of five delay intervals (i.e., 0, 2, 30, 180, 365 days) or a different amount of 

money (i.e., range: $0-100, in 50-cent increments) available “right now.” Trials were administered 

in a randomized order with respect to both delay interval and value of the immediate reward 

offered. Indifference points refer to the amount of money at which immediate rewards become 

preferred over the delayed reward and were calculated for each participant at each delay interval 

(e.g., a participant who chose to receive $70 or more right now over the delayed reward of $100 

after a 30-day delay, but preferred receiving the $100 over $65 or less right now, would have an 

indifference point of $67.50 at the 30-day delay interval).  

DDT data were first examined for systematicity, and flagged if identified as nonsystematic, 

using the following criteria for nonsystematic DDT data (Johnson & Bickel, 2008): (1) an 

indifference point for the second, third, fourth, and/or fifth delay interval is greater than the 

preceding indifference point by a magnitude greater than 20% of the delayed reward (i.e., $20) 

and (2) the indifference point for the fifth/final delay interval is not less than the indifference point 

for the first delay interval or (if the indifference points for the first four delay intervals are all the 

same) not equal to the indifference points for the first four delay intervals. Consistent with previous 

research (Johnson & Bickel, 2008; Wongsomboon & Webster, 2023), when a participant’s DDT 

data violated the first criterion, their first deviant indifference point was eliminated and the 
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criterion was re-applied to their remaining indifference points. Participants were excluded from 

analysis if their data still met the first criterion after their first deviant indifference point was 

eliminated (n = 6) and/or met the second criterion (n = 30).  

Area under the curve values were calculated for the remaining participants with systematic 

DDT data (N = 143; Reed et al., 2012). Area under the curve is an atheoretical metric of 

discounting that is normally distributed and commonly used in other studies (Bechara, 2005; 

Bickel et al., 2007; Rollins et al., 2010). Area under the curve values on the DDT (AUCDDT) range 

from 0 to 1, with lower values indicating higher delay discounting (i.e., more impulsive decision-

making). The DDT demonstrates construct validity and test-retest reliability, and it has been used 

in pregnant samples and in samples with problematic eating behavior and BMI ≥ 25 (Miranda-

Olivos et al., 2021; Richards et al., 1999; Weafer et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2007).  

2.3 Data Analysis 

The current study was preregistered (https://osf.io/xnr8c). All analyses were conducted in 

RStudio, Version 4.3.1 (R Core Team, 2023). Prior to testing the hypotheses, descriptive statistics 

for the sample were calculated, and sensitivity analyses were performed to determine whether 

participants with and without DDT data differed on key characteristics. Additionally, assumptions 

of linearity, homoscedasticity, and normality were considered, and leverage, distance, and 

influence were assessed for each observation. A case was considered “extreme” if above the 

calculated/pre-specified cutoffs of 0.049 for leverage, 3.000 for distance, and/or 1.000 for global 

and specific measures of influence.  

https://osf.io/xnr8c
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In all analyses, PFS total score, BIS-11 total score, and AUCDDT were mean-centered (i.e., 

the mean of each variable was subtracted from all observations on that variable, such that each 

variable's new mean was zero) to aid in the interpretation of results. To examine the association 

between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption, a continuous multiple linear regression model was 

specified with percentage of caloric intake from UPF as the dependent variable and PFS total score 

as the independent variable. To examine whether the association was moderated by impulsivity, 

two additional models were specified with BIS-11 total score and AUCDDT included in interaction 

terms with PFS total score. Resultant coefficients were examined for statistical significance (p < 

.05), and significant interactions were probed using simple slopes analyses and graphical methods. 

All models covaried for age, gestational age, pre-pregnancy BMI, and SES. Racial and ethnic 

identities were not included as covariates since there was no reason to suspect they would influence 

results, and other more specific measures, for which racial/ethnic identity acts as a rough surrogate 

(e.g., SES), are considered to reduce bias more effectively (Kaufman, 2001).  
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3.0 Results 

Descriptive statistics for the sample are displayed in Table 1. Participants with and without 

DDT data did not significantly differ from each other on any of the characteristics included in 

Table 1 (ps > .05). Assumptions of linearity, homoscedasticity, and normality were met by the 

data, and no case within the dataset exceeded the calculated/pre-specified cutoffs for leverage, 

distance, or influence. Both the PFS and BIS-11 showed excellent reliability in the current sample 

( = 0.93 and 0.86;  = 0.95 and 0.90, respectively). 

3.1 Aim 1: Association between Hedonic Hunger and UPF Consumption 

Hedonic hunger did not significantly relate to UPF consumption. As shown in Table 2, the 

association between PFS total score and percentage of caloric intake from UPF was not statistically 

significant. Notably, this association remained nonsignificant in an unadjusted model, b = -0.88, 

t(218) = -0.71, p = .48. 

3.2 Aim 2: Moderating Effects of Impulsivity 

Self-report impulsivity did not significantly moderate the association between hedonic 

hunger and UPF consumption. As shown in Table 3, the interaction between PFS total score and 

BIS-11 total score was not statistically significant. 
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However, the delay discounting did significantly moderate the association between 

hedonic hunger and UPF consumption. As shown in Table 4, the interaction between PFS total 

score and AUCDDT was statistically significant, adjusted R2 = .06, F(7, 135) = 2.34, p = .03, 

Cohen’s f 2 = 0.12. Simple slopes analysis revealed that the association between hedonic hunger 

and UPF consumption was statistically significant at lower levels of delay discounting but not at 

higher levels of delay discounting (see Figure 1). Individuals who scored lower (M + 1 SD; n = 

35) on delay discounting consumed approximately 7% less UPF as hedonic hunger increased, b = 

-6.99, t(135) = -2.82, p = .01. Individuals who scored higher (M – 1 SD; n = 37) on delay 

discounting consumed approximately 1% more UPF as hedonic hunger increased, although this 

increased consumption was not statistically significant, b = 1.08, t(135) = 0.56, p = . 58.  

3.3 Exploratory Analyses and Results 

Exploratory analyses for the second aim were conducted using scores on the individual 

subscales comprising the PFS, rather than the PFS total score, to determine if appetitive responses 

at specific levels of food proximity (i.e., available, present, tasted) differentially impacted results. 

Prior to conducting these exploratory analyses, descriptive statistics and reliability for each PFS 

subscale were calculated. On average, participants scored 1.93 (SD = 0.96) on the Availability, 

2.76 (SD = 1.14) on the Presence, and 2.47 (SD = 0.86) on the Taste subscales of the PFS (subscale 

score range: 0-5; higher score = greater appetitive response at that level of food proximity). PFS 

subscale scores for participants with and without DDT data did not significantly differ (ps > .05). 

The Availability, Presence, and Taste PFS subscales showed good reliability in the current sample 

( = 0.90, 0.90, and 0.78;  = 0.90, 0.90, and 0.78, respectively). To explore whether associations 
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between each of these three factors of hedonic hunger and UPF consumption were moderated by 

self-report and task impulsivity, six models were specified with BIS-11 total score and AUCDDT 

included in interaction terms with each PFS subscale score. Significant interactions (p < .05) were 

probed using simple slopes analyses and graphical methods. All models covaried for age, 

gestational age, pre-pregnancy BMI, and SES. Multiple comparisons were corrected for using the 

Bonferroni method. 

BIS-11 total score did not significantly moderate the association between Presence, b = 

0.09, t(212) = 1.06, p = .29, or Taste, b = 0.08, t(212) = 0.86, p = .39, PFS subscale scores and 

percentage of caloric intake from UPF; however, BIS-11 total score did significantly moderate the 

association between Availability PFS subscale score and percentage of caloric intake from UPF, 

b = 0.18, t(211) = 2.10, p = .04; adjusted R2 = .05, F(7, 211) = 2.49, p = .02, Cohen’s f 2 = 0.08. 

Simple slopes analysis revealed that the association between appetitive responses at the “food 

available” level and UPF consumption was statistically significant at lower levels of self-report 

impulsivity but not at higher levels of self-report impulsivity (see Figure 2). Individuals who 

scored lower (M – 1 SD; n = 33) on self-report impulsivity consumed approximately 4% less UPF 

as appetitive responses at the “food available” level increased, b = -4.02, t(211) = -2.29, p = .02. 

Individuals who scored higher (M + 1 SD; n = 35) on self-report impulsivity consumed 

approximately 0.2% less UPF as appetitive responses at the “food available” level increased, 

although this was not statistically significant, b = -0.16, t(211) = -0.12, p = .90. Notably, the 

moderating effect of self-report impulsivity was no longer statistically significant after correcting 

for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method (p = .22). 

Similarly, AUCDDT did not significantly moderate the association between the Presence, b 

= -6.06, t(135) = -1.82, p = .07, or Taste, b = -9.44, t(135) = -1.89, p = .06, PFS subscale scores 
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and percentage of caloric intake from UPF but did significantly moderate the association between 

the Availability PFS subscale score and percentage of caloric intake from UPF, b = -10.57, t(134) 

= -2.54, p = .01; adjusted R2 = .06, F(7, 134) = 2.35, p = .03, Cohen’s f 2 = 0.12. Simple slopes 

analysis revealed that the association between appetitive responses at the “food available” level 

and UPF consumption was statistically significant at lower levels of delay discounting but not at 

higher levels of delay discounting (see Figure 3). Individuals who scored lower (M + 1 SD; n = 

34) on delay discounting consumed approximately 6% less UPF as appetitive responses at the 

“food available” level increased, b = -6.23, t(134) = -2.70, p = .01. Individuals who scored higher 

(M – 1 SD; n = 37) on delay discounting consumed approximately 1% more UPF as appetitive 

responses at the “food available” level increased, although this was not statistically significant, b 

= 1.25, t(134) = 0.67, p = .50. Notably, the moderating effect of delay discounting was no longer 

statistically significant after correcting for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method (p 

= .07).  
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4.0 Discussion 

The current study first aimed to examine the association between hedonic hunger and UPF 

consumption in a sample of pregnant individuals with BMI ≥ 25. We hypothesized that hedonic 

hunger would be positively associated with UPF consumption in early pregnancy. This hypothesis 

was driven by the observation that cravings for UPF (i.e., a component of hedonic hunger) are 

common during pregnancy and can lead to UPF consumption (Orloff et al., 2016; Tierson et al., 

2010). Contrary to our hypothesis, the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption 

was not statistically significant in the current sample. That is, hedonic hunger did not significantly 

relate to percentage of caloric intake from UPF among pregnant individuals with BMI ≥ 25. This 

finding is consistent with those from studies of non-pregnant individuals, which have failed to 

demonstrate a reliable association between hedonic hunger and food intake alone (Forman et al., 

2007, 2013; Nolan-Poupart et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2011; Verhoeven et al., 2012), and supports 

the notion that hedonic hunger reflects appetitive drive, rather than actual food consumption, even 

within the context of pregnancy. It also supports the broader notion that, although related, the 

presence of factors that typically motivate a certain behavior (i.e., approach motivations) does not 

necessarily result in that behavior (i.e., approach behavior). For instance, cigarette craving is not 

clearly linked to risk for smoking relapse (Wray et al., 2013), and results are similarily mixed as 

to whether food craving corresponds to food intake (Boswell & Kober, 2016). Hedonic hunger, as 

assessed by the PFS, represents a composite of food-specific motivations to engage in eating 

behavior, including food cue-induced craving (e.g., “If I see or smell a food I like, I get a powerful 

urge to have some”). The lack of association between hedonic hunger and intake of UPF indicates 

that there is more to eating behavior than just experiencing inclinations to eat. Accumulating 
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evidence, including data from the current study, suggests that eating behavior is better accounted 

for by a combination of food-specific approach motivations (e.g., food cue reactivity, craving, 

liking vs. wanting) and person-specific factors (e.g., impulsivity), which may uniquely interact to 

enhance or diminish an individual’s motivation to eat and capture more of the variance in actual 

UPF consumption. Thus, future research might investigate how a wider range of person-specific 

factors (e.g., other components of executive function) interact with hedonic hunger to influence 

actual UPF consumption. 

The second aim of the current study was to examine whether impulsivity significantly 

moderated the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption in a sample of pregnant 

individuals with BMI ≥ 25. We hypothesized that self-report and task measures of impulsivity 

would significantly moderate this association, such that pregnant individuals with higher BIS-11 

total scores and delay discounting would consume significantly more UPF at higher levels of 

hedonic hunger. These hypotheses were informed by prior research that has consistently found that 

non-pregnant individuals with higher self-report impulsivity or delay discounting consume 

significantly more UPF at higher levels of hedonic hunger (Appelhans et al., 2011; Ely et al., 2015; 

Horwath et al., 2020; Stok et al., 2015). Results revealed that impulsivity as measured by the BIS-

11 did not significantly moderate the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption 

in the current sample, but impulsivity as measured by the DDT did. Pregnant individuals who 

scored lower on delay discounting consumed significantly less UPF as hedonic hunger increased, 

whereas those who scored higher on delay discounting consumed a stable, albeit not statistically 

significantly so, amount of UPF across all levels of hedonic hunger. Thus, in contrast to previous 

studies with non-pregnant samples, we found that more impulsive decision-making did not 

increase risk for greater UPF consumption among pregnant individuals who experienced greater 
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appetitive drive. Instead, we found that less impulsive decision-making served as a protective 

factor, contributing to less UPF consumption, among pregnant individuals who experienced 

greater appetitive drive.  

These findings from the second aim are interesting because task measures of impulsivity, 

like the DDT, are assumed to be subject to state-dependent variations, while self-report measures 

of impulsivity, like the BIS-11, are assumed to reflect a stable trait (Meule, 2013). Given the 

assumption that the DDT captures state-dependent fluctuations in impulsivity, we might expect 

the moderating effect of the DDT to look different in pregnancy than it does outside the context of 

pregnancy; given the assumption that the BIS-11 captures impulsivity as a state-independent 

characteristic, we would expect the moderating effect of the BIS-11 to persist regardless of 

pregnant state (i.e., to look similar in and outside the context of pregnancy). However, despite 

these supposed theoretical differences between self-report and task measures of impulsivity, we 

found that the moderating effects of both the DDT and BIS-11 operated differently among 

pregnant individuals compared to non-pregnant individuals. The fact that self-reported (i.e., state-

independent) and task-based (i.e., state-dependent) impulsivity both operated differently within 

our pregnant sample begs the question of whether these assumptions about impulsivity hold within 

the context of pregnancy. Should pregnancy be considered a “state,” associated with small-scale 

changes in impulsivity, or something else (e.g., a “transitional period”) that is associated with more 

global changes in impulsivity? Research in the area of executive function during pregnancy is 

extremely limited and, thus far, inconclusive (J. Chen et al., 2020; Emery, 2018; Nansel et al., 

2020). Findings from the current study further underscore the importance of future work that 

examines the stability of this construct throughout the perinatal period.  
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Our finding that the relationship among hedonic hunger, UPF consumption, and 

impulsivity seems to operate differently in pregnant individuals than in non-pregnant individuals 

also prompted questions about whether appetitive drive at the three levels of food proximity (i.e., 

food available but not present, present but not tasted, and tasted) differentially impacted results. 

Previous research investigating the relationship among hedonic hunger, UPF consumption, and 

impulsivity has not examined the Power of Food Scale subscales separately, so there were no data 

available to inform a priori hypotheses about how appetitive drive for food when available, present, 

and tasted might interact with impulsivity to influence UPF consumption. Thus, exploratory 

analyses were conducted to test relationships between these three subscales of the Power of Food 

Scale and UPF consumption with self-report impulsivity and delay discounting as moderators. 

Results from the exploratory analyses revealed that both self-report impulsivity and delay 

discounting significantly moderated the association between appetitive drive at the “food 

available” level, but not the “food present” or “food tasted” levels, and UPF consumption. Pregnant 

individuals with lower levels of self-report impulsivity or delay discounting consumed 

significantly less UPF as appetitive drive for food when available increased, but those with higher 

levels of self-report impulsivity or delay discounting consumed roughly the same amount of UPF 

across levels of appetitive drive for food when available. In other words, pregnant individuals who 

perceived themselves to be less impulsive or engaged in less impulsive decision-making consumed 

significantly less UPF as appetitive drive when food was available became greater.  

Although these associations from the exploratory analyses were no longer statistically 

significant after correcting for multiple comparisons, they tentatively signal that appetitive drive 

when food is available plays a particularly important role (relative to appetitive drive when food 

is present or tasted) in decreasing UPF consumption among pregnant individuals with lower self-
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report impulsivity and delay discounting. Notably, the Availability subscale of the PFS, which 

reflects appetitive drive for food when available, comprises items that assess preoccupation with 

food (e.g., “It’s scary to think of the power that food has over me,” “It seems like I have food on 

my mind a lot”). It is possible that higher scores on this subscale reflect greater general awareness 

of the salience of food and that pregnant individuals who are more aware of the salience of food 

and who are lower in self-reported impulsivity or delay discounting have self-control-related 

resources that allow them to mitigate UPF consumption (e.g., follow portion sizes, order groceries 

online as a means of stimulus control). Future studies that are adequately powered should re-

examine how appetitive drive for food at the three levels of food proximity relate to UPF 

consumption among both pregnant and non-pregnant individuals to see whether this association 

re-emerges and/or differs within the context of pregnancy. 

4.1 Strengths and Limitations 

Results from the current study should be interpreted in the context of its strengths and 

limitations. Major strengths of the current study are the use of 24-hour dietary recalls to assess 

dietary intake and the Nova food classification system to systematically define/identify UPF. Prior 

research has assessed intake of variously defined “palatable” or “snack” foods via either in-

laboratory experiments or food frequency questionnaires (Appelhans et al., 2011; Ely et al., 2015; 

Horwath et al., 2020; Stok et al., 2015), which has severely limited validity and generalizability 

(e.g., Appelhans et al. [2011] included salted peanuts as a “palatable” food, which the Nova food 

classification system does not consider an UPF). Future research should take care to conceptualize 

dietary intake using validated measures (e.g., Nova food classification system, Healthy Eating 
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Index) to ensure accurate interpretations of results across studies and facilitate reproducibility. 

Another strength of the current study is the concurrent measurement of self-report and task 

impulsivity, which tap into different aspects of the cognitive and behavioral facets of impulsivity. 

Prior work with pregnant and non-pregnant samples has typically only employed one or the other, 

which has prohibited direct comparison between general trait-level impulsivity and more specific 

state-dependent aspects of impulsivity both within the relationship between hedonic hunger and 

UPF consumption and the context of pregnancy. Discrepant results between the BIS-11 and DDT 

in the current study highlight the utility of including both self-report and task measures of 

impulsivity in future studies, especially those involving pregnant samples in which executive 

function is not well understood. Future studies may also consider using additional task measures 

(e.g., Go/No-Go Task, Stroop Color and Word Test) to explore how other specific aspects of 

impulsivity interact with appetitive drive to predict UPF consumption. Additionally, future studies 

may consider administering an alternative version of the DDT that measures discounting of food 

rather than money, which may approximate impulsive decision-making related to food intake more 

closely than money (Fazzino et al., 2022).   

One limitation to the current study was the cross-sectional design. Although we were able 

to test what the relationship among hedonic hunger, UPF consumption, and impulsivity looked 

like among pregnant individuals, we were unable to determine why it looked the way it did. Given 

the myriad of other biopsychosocial changes that take place during pregnancy, is possible that 

hedonic hunger, UPF consumption, and/or impulsivity changes from pre-pregnancy to pregnancy, 

and even fluctuates throughout the perinatal period. For instance, diet quality has been found to 

decrease across trimesters (Moran et al., 2013), and UPF consumption has been shown to 

negatively correlate with diet quality (Nansel et al., 2022), meaning that UPF consumption may 
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increase over the course of pregnancy. Future longitudinal research that measures hedonic hunger, 

UPF consumption, and impulsivity over time is needed to better understand potential changes in 

these variables from pre-pregnancy through the postpartum period and to examine how changes in 

these variables may influence how they relate to each other. Furthermore, future work is needed 

to test how the relationship among hedonic hunger, UPF consumption, and impulsivity impacts 

prenatal diet, gestational weight gain, and risk for obstetric complications.  

A second limitation of the current study is that a majority of the sample identified as White 

(76%) and reported having high levels of education and high income. Future studies should 

increase representation of individuals with minoritized racial identities, lower levels of education, 

and lower income because individuals with these backgrounds are at significantly greater risk of 

adverse pregnancy and postpartum health outcomes due to structural and systemic injustices 

(Sheikh et al., 2022; Weck et al., 2008). Finally, the current study purposefully aimed to investigate 

the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption, and the moderating effects of 

impulsivity, among pregnant individuals with BMI ≥ 25 because this subgroup is at highest risk 

for experiencing poor prenatal diet, excessive gestational weight gain, and obstetric complications; 

however, results may not generalize to pregnant individuals of lower weight statuses. Future 

research should examine this relationship across a wider range of BMIs to tease apart potential 

BMI-related versus pregnancy-related influences on the association.  

4.2 Conclusion 

In conclusion, findings from the current sample of individuals with BMI ≥ 25 indicate that 

lower delay discounting, as measured by the DDT, may serve as a protective factor, contributing 
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to a reduction in UPF consumption at higher levels of hedonic hunger. These findings contrast 

those from samples of non-pregnant individuals, suggesting that one or more of these variables 

may be subject to pregnancy-related influences. Future research on hedonic hunger, UPF 

consumption, and self-report versus task impulsivity during pregnancy will be important to better 

understand this unique relationship. Future research might also examine additional factors that 

could moderate the association between hedonic hunger and UPF consumption during pregnancy, 

including biological (e.g., pregnancy-related hormonal changes), psychological (e.g., other aspects 

of executive function, like cognitive flexibility), and environmental (e.g., “food deserts”) factors. 

Indeed, more broadly, findings from the current study illustrate how the synergistic interaction 

among variables can influence UPF consumption in different ways in and outside the context of 

pregnancy.  

Findings from the current study also have important implications for prenatal health. With 

the prevalence of elevated pre-pregnancy BMI rising (Driscoll & Gregory, 2020), research that 

elucidates mechanisms underlying poor prenatal diet among individuals with pre-pregnancy BMI 

≥ 25, and thus modifiable factors that could mitigate excessive gestational weight gain and promote 

prenatal health, is imperative. Hedonic hunger and UPF consumption are two factors linked to 

poor prenatal diet and excessive gestational weight gain that may very well drive prenatal dietary 

intake when combined with other factors, and lower delay discounting among pregnant individuals 

who experience greater appetitive drive might serve as a protective factor against UPF 

consumption. Future research on whether this results in improved prenatal diet, increased odds of 

appropriate gestational weight gain, and decreased risk for obstetric complications is warranted. 
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Appendix A Tables and Figures 

Table 1. Sample characteristics (N = 220) 

Characteristic M(SD) Range n(%) 

Age (years) 31.60(4.83) 17.90-44.60  

Gestational age (weeks) 13.80(2.82) 6.29-17.40  

Pre-pregnancy BMI (kg/m2) 32.00(6.37) 24.40-55.60  

Ethnic identity1    

    Hispanic   9(4.10) 

    Non-Hispanic   210(95.50) 

Racial identity2  
   

    Asian   3(1.40) 

    Black/African American   49(22.30) 

    Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander   1(0.50) 

    White    167(75.90) 

Education    

    Grade school/some high school   3(1.40) 

    High school graduate/GED    24(10.90) 

    Some college/technical school   52(23.60) 

    Four-year college degree   64(29.10) 

    Postgraduate degree   77(35.00) 

Total family income before taxes    

    < $10,000   20(9.10) 

    $10,000-20,000   15(6.80) 

    $20,001-30,000   17(7.70) 

    $30,001-40,000   15(6.80) 

    $40,001-50,000   9(4.10) 

    $50,001-60,000   12(5.50) 

    $60,001-70,000   15(6.80) 

    $70,001-80,000   15(6.80) 

    $80,001-90,000   19(8.60) 

    $90,001-100,000   17(7.70) 

    > $100,000   66(30.00) 

Socioeconomic status3  2.77(1.67) 0.11-6.00  

Energy intake from UPF (%; range: 0-100) 62.50(16.40) 16.90-93.50  

PFS total score (range: 0-5) 2.34(0.89) 1.00-5.00  

BIS-11 total score (range: 30-120) 59.40(10.70) 35.00-98.00  
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AUCDDT
4 (range: 0-1) 0.71(0.27) 0.01-1.00  

Note. BMI = body mass index; GED = high school equivalency degree; UPF = ultra-processed food; 

PFS = Power of Food Scale; BIS-11 = Barratt Impulsiveness Scale, Version 11; AUC = area under 

the curve; DDT = Delay Discounting Task.  
1n = 1 participant missing ethnic identity data.  
2Participants could indicate > 1 racial identity.  
3A composite socioeconomic status variable was calculated by averaging household income divided 

by number of household members (z-scored) and educational level (z-scored). 
4Calculated from the n = 143 participants with DDT data. 

 

Table 2. Association between hedonic hunger and ultra-processed food consumption 

Coefficient Estimate(SE)  t value p 

(Intercept) 62.53(1.09)  57.26 < .001 

PFS total score  -0.96(1.24)  -0.77 .44 

Age  -0.29(0.25)  -1.19 .24 

Gestational age  -0.37(0.39)  -0.95 .34 

Pre-pregnancy BMI  0.16(0.18)  0.88 .38 

SES  -2.28(1.35)  -1.69 .09 

Note. Bolded p-values indicate statistical significance (p < .05). PFS = Power of Food 

Scale; BMI = body mass index; SES = socioeconomic status. PFS total score, age, 

gestational age, and pre-pregnancy BMI were mean-centered; the SES composite variable 

was z-scored. 

 

Table 3. Moderating effect of self-report impulsivity on the association between hedonic hunger and ultra-

processed food consumption 

Coefficient Estimate(SE)  t value p 

(Intercept) 62.08(1.13)  55.13 < .001 

PFS total score  -1.67(1.34)  -1.25 .21 

BIS-11 total score 0.03(0.11)  0.26 .80 

PFS total score*BIS-11 total score 0.15(0.10)  1.59 .11 

Age  -0.25(0.25)  -1.01 .31 

Gestational age  -0.40(0.40)  -1.00 .35 

Pre-pregnancy BMI  0.17(0.18)  0.93 .35 

SES  -2.22(0.10)  -1.61 .11 

Note. Bolded p-values indicate statistical significance (p < .05). PFS = Power of Food Scale; 

BIS-11 = Barratt Impulsiveness Scale, Version 11; BMI = body mass index; SES = 

socioeconomic status. PFS total score, BIS-11 total score, age, gestational age, and pre-

pregnancy BMI were mean-centered; the SES composite variable was z-scored. 
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Table 4. Moderating effect of delay discounting on the association between hedonic hunger and ultra-

processed food consumption 

Coefficient Estimate(SE)  t value p 

(Intercept) 61.64(1.28)  48.01 < .001 

PFS total score  -3.00(1.59)  -1.89 .06 

AUCDDT -6.18(3.88)  -1.60 .11 

PFS total score*AUCDDT -11.37(4.37)  -2.60 .01 

Age  -0.60(0.31)  -1.94 .05 

Gestational age  -0.09(0.44)  -0.20 .84 

Pre-pregnancy BMI  -0.04(0.21)  -0.17 .87 

SES  0.56(1.63)  0.35 .73 

Note. Bolded p-values indicate statistical significance (p < .05). PFS = Power of Food Scale; 

AUC = area under the curve; DDT = Delay Discounting Task; BMI = body mass index; SES = 

socioeconomic status. PFS total score, AUCDDT, age, gestational age, and pre-pregnancy BMI 

were mean-centered; the SES composite variable was z-scored. 

 

 

Figure 1. Moderating effect of delay discounting on the association between hedonic hunger and ultra-

processed food (UPF) consumption 

* indicates statistical significance (p < .05). Hedonic hunger (PFS total score) and delay discounting (AUCDDT) 

were mean-centered. “Higher” (n = 37) and “lower” (n = 35) delay discounting were determined by 

respectively subtracting and adding 1 standard deviation (SD = 0.35) from and to the adjusted mean (M = 

0.00). 
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Figure 2. Moderating effect of self-report impulsivity on the association between appetitive responses at the 

“food available” level and ultra-processed food (UPF) consumption 

* indicates statistical significance (p < .05). Appetitive responses at the “food available” level (Power of Food 

Scale’s Availability subscale score) and self-report impulsivity (BIS-11 total score) were mean-centered. 

“Higher” (n = 35) and “lower” (n = 33) self-report impulsivity were determined by respectively adding and 

subtracting 1 standard deviation (SD = 10.71) to and from the adjusted mean (M = 0.00). 
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Figure 3. Moderating effect of delay discounting on the association between appetitive responses at the “food 

available” level and ultra-processed food (UPF) consumption 

* indicates statistical significance (p < .05). Appetitive responses at the “food available” level (Power of Food 

Scale’s Availability subscale score) and delay discounting (AUCDDT) were mean-centered. “Higher” (n = 37) 

and “lower” (n = 34) delay discounting were determined by respectively subtracting and adding 1 standard 

deviation (SD = 0.35) from and to the adjusted mean (M = 0.00). 
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